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Part A: Translation from English to Arabic

I- Translate the following three texts from English to Arabic (30 marks)

Text 1

The man was undergoing cancer treatment and had a suppressed immune system because of the drugs,
which may have contributed to the severity of his illness, the bulletin said. It described him as elderly but
didn't provide his age.
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Text2

The package had been sent from the western coastal state of Michoacan - one of the most violent parts
of the country - and was destined for an address in Manning, South Carolina, it said in a statement.
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Text 3

Leading dermatologists have said children as yorulg as 10 are putting pressure on their parents to buy
them expensive, anti-ageing skincare products, which experts say could damage their sensitive skin.
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II- Translate the following two headlines from English to Arabic (10 marks)

1- Great Yarmouth Hippodrome Circus Show Stopped After Acrobat Fall
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2- French Farmers' Union Call for End of Blockades as Anger Spreads in Europe
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III- Translate the following five terms from English to Arabic (10 marks)

1- Skull A----

2- Local .rL=^

3_ Wheeli.l+c

4- Simple }+-l

5- Twice cp-.r
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Part B: Translation from Arabic to English

I- Translate the following three texts from Arabic to English (30 marks)

Text I
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The Kazakh Foreign Ministry reported earlier that the agenda of the meeting will discuss issues related
to the development of the regional situation around Syria, efforts to resolve the crisis, the humanitarian"
situation in the country, and the mobilization of the international community's efforts to contribute to
reconstruction.

Text2
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Israeli media confirmed, today Thursday, that Netanyahu government continues to shirk its
responsibilities, especially since the Israeli police began showing harsh treatment of the protesters in front
of the Knesset three weeks ago, who are demanding the government's resignation due to its responsibility
for the failure (on October 7th)"

Text 3
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Hundreds of active and influential women in all social, cultural, political, scientific and technological
fields from about 90 countries will also participate in the conference, in addition to 17 participants at
the level of first ladies from various Asian, European and American countries.

II- Translate the following two headlines from Arabic to English (10 marks)
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Astana to Host.The 2l't International Meeting on Syria
.-,-r-.rl.i ;-j+-rl :+ll ;s','" ; -2

Anger in India after Sharon's Visit

III- Translate the following five terms from Arabic to English (10 marks)

Settler ,it n* -1

Against t" -)
Anger ', "' ' -3

People','* -4

First cJ-ei -5
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